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"Alright, let’s head back!” Leon changed the topic and said.

After that, he motioned to the fainted Third Guardian at Henry. A few of them returned to their original spot.

At that moment, Leon's four subordinates, the Sharp brothers and Austin and Leo, were both waiting in place with the Fifth and

Sixth Guardians!

The two others were already captured, and their powers were sealed!

They were on the floor, looking incredibly pathetic.

However, they did not give up all hope!

The Third Guardian managed to flee earlier, and they saw how Leon pursued the Third Guardian alone!

They knew very well that there was no way Leon could stand up to the Third Guardian's immense skill!

If the Third Guardian took advantage of Leon being alone and fought back, he might be able to defeat Leon and save the two of

them.

Then, the tables would be completely turned!

That was what gave them some hope!

Yet, it did not last for that long!

With Leon and the others returning safely, the hope that ignited in their hearts was completely extinguished!

"Crap!"

"I can't believe even the Third Guardian fell to Leon."

Seeing the unconscious Third Guardian in Henry's arms, the two of them felt their hearts sink!

They hoped that the Third Guardian would be able to defeat Leon!

Yet, they never expected that, despite how strong the Third Guardian was, he failed to do anything against Leon, and were

captured by Leon instead, not even managing to escape!

The task the Southern Boss assigned them ended in a complete failure!

It was obvious how the two of them felt!

"Mister Wolf, how should we deal with these three?" Henry said respectfully.

He knew that the three guardians were subordinates of the Southern Boss, and he knew that the Southern Boss was not

someone to be played around with!

Even though Leon already defeated the three of them, dealing with them was another hard matter!

"Spencer, Stephen, you two bring them with me! Henry, you and the rest will protect Iris and the others as they go back home!"

Leon quickly made arrangements after some thought.

Since he was never one to kill others easily, and the three of them were already captured, he did not need to kill them.

However, there was no way he would just give them back to the Southern Boss either, considering their relationship!

So, he planned on repeating what happened with Black Gorilla, imprisoning the three guardians with the Dragon Corps!

He would have the three of them repent for their crimes!

"Yes!" Henry and the others immediately acknowledged the orders.

After that, Leon and the Sharp brothers carried the three into the car before they started to drive to the Dragon Corps.

As for Henry, he sent the girls back.
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